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The Price of Redemption in  
“Goblin Market”

JILL RAPPOPORT

Among its other allegorical offerings, “Goblin Market” describes 
the choices two sisters make at a market.1 “Sweet-tooth” Laura is 
tempted by the goblins’ offers, undone by gobbling their unsound 
fruits (line 115). Lizzie, refusing to taste, rescues her sister with 
the juices she carries home on her bruised and battered body. In 
critical readings of Christina Rossetti’s most popular poem, the 
titular and titillating market has increasingly taken center stage as 
a site of coercive practices and a symbol of gendered trade.2 Pen-
niless Laura buys fruit with a lock of hair, representing the perils 
of female consumerism by becoming the very object consumed. 
This market research teaches Lizzie to use coin instead, locating 
exchange value in a silver penny to safeguard her own body and 
restore Laura’s. Only sisterhood appears to have any saving power 
in this market—but it remains frustratingly unclear why this is 
so.3 Critics have shortchanged the centrality of sisterhood to the 
poem’s economic discourses as well as the relevance of coin and 
exchange to redeeming its paired protagonists.

Lizzie’s penny, described as the “central mystery” of the poem, 
has been a challenge for critics who question how she obtained 
it and why, if it is key to her successful consumer practices, 
the goblins fling it back at her.4 The penny’s interpretive payoff, 
however, comes in understanding that it is not part of the market 
economy associated with the goblins’ male brotherhood, but part 
of a gift economy tied to religious salvation and sisterhood. Coins 
are more than small change here. 

Jill Rappoport is assistant professor of English at Villanova University. Her 
book, Giving Women: Alliance and Exchange in Victorian Culture, is forthcom-
ing from Oxford University Press, and she is coediting a volume on women 
and economics in nineteenth-century Britain.
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Initially, both sisters are suspicious of trade. When the goblins’ 
call and the sight of “grapes … so luscious” attract Laura, her 
sister reminds her that “Their offers should not charm us, / Their 
evil gifts would harm us” (lines 61, 65–6). This seductive market, 
Lizzie notes warily, has adopted the language of hospitality. The 
goblins attempt to conflate sale with gift practice, offering a “taste” 
and later inviting Lizzie to be their “guest,” but Lizzie recognizes 
(in anticipation of theorists from Marcel Mauss onward) that even 
“gifts” come at a hefty cost.5 This is an offer she can refuse.

Laura, less wary than her sister, and less wealthy, makes a 
hasty disclaimer to the goblin vendors. 

“Good folk, I have no coin; 
To take were to purloin: 
I have no copper in my purse,
I have no silver either,
And all my gold is on the furze
That shakes in windy weather
Above the rusty heather.”

(lines 116–22)

Like many other women of her time, Laura has no liquid assets. 
Instead, the goblins appraise her “golden curl[s]” (line 125). Clip-
ping a “precious” (line 126) lock of hair from her head, she pays a 
symbolic price, a representative, physical exchange for the value 
of fruit and gold. Laura’s “gold” (line 123), a mere token of the 
nineteenth-century English gold standard, lacks the metal’s in-
trinsic value. Too late she learns that the goblins will not be satis-
fied with this gesture; they want the real thing, the material object 
backing Laura’s symbolic currency. Thus Laura deals unwittingly 
in synecdoche. A literary descendent of Alexander Pope’s Belinda 
and other women whose sexuality is seized through a curl of hair, 
Laura trades a lock that ultimately surrenders her body.6

This market proves hostile to first-time shoppers. Without 
understanding the goblins’ insistence on physical value, Laura 
buys on credit. She clips one lock and pays the balance later, her 
prematurely graying hair a sign of deferred costs (lines 126, 277). 
The goblins take much more than a single curl: Laura loses her 
hair, her health, and her happiness. The narrative makes literal 
her “interest” payment by depicting her loss of interest in life. 
Of more material impact to the girls’ domestic economy, Laura 
can no longer keep house (lines 293–8). The sisters’ private, self-
sufficient household management, presumably differentiated 
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from the goblins’ market economy, suffers from contact with that 
market.7 After entering it, Laura becomes alienated from her work; 
she labors “in an absent dream,” “sick in part,” “longing for the 
night” (lines 211, 212, 214). Indeed, the poem gives more space 
to Laura’s changing perspective toward work than it does to her 
failing body. Her sexual “fall” is also economic, a fall from her 
gendered sphere of work and household management, oikonomos, 
into the insatiable desires of consumerism.8 

Redeeming Laura requires that the goblins’ economic system 
be supplanted. While Lizzie’s rescue mission seems to rely on the 
market, her system of exchange differs from the economic system 
indicted by Laura’s fall. I propose that Lizzie’s transaction has 
origins, distinct from commercial exchange, that align it with re-
ligious service. Moreover, Lizzie’s financial dealings explain why 
her rescue mission must be accomplished by a sister. Her deal-
ings with the goblin men parallel the economic structure of other 
mid-Victorian sisterhoods—Anglican women’s communities. 

I

In order to square Lizzie’s financial savvy with her status as 
religious savior, it is useful to first remember that nineteenth-
century sisterhood, more than a biological relationship, was also 
an elective affiliation with an economic structure. Both Christina 
Rossetti and the sister to whom she dedicated the manuscript 
of “Goblin Market” were active in the communal lives and social 
services of Anglican sisterhoods.9 Maria Rossetti joined the Sis-
terhood of All Saints at Margaret Street. Christina volunteered 
with her aunt to join Florence Nightingale’s team of nurses in 
the Crimea. Although this application was rejected (she was too 
young) she later became an Associate or “lay sister” of the St. 
Mary Magdalene’s Penitentiary in Highgate, participating in that 
sisterhood’s work to “rescue” women at the margins of Victorian 
sexual propriety.10 Rossetti’s relationship to the Anglican sister-
hood movement has influenced many interpretations of “Goblin 
Market.” Such interpretations rightly draw analogies between 
the poem’s devoted duo and contemporary religious sisters who 
reclaimed and rescued the “fallen”; they trace the literary sources 
of “Goblin Market” to the textual materials of these religious 
institutions; and they locate not only the poem’s themes but its 
narrative mode in the Anglican sisterhood movement.11 Yet the 
poem owes Anglican sisterhoods more than its images of women’s 
solidarity, activism, and rescue. Not only the redemptive subject 
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and strategy of the poem’s sisterhood, but also the structure 
of its economic systems draws on contemporary debates about 
Anglican sisterhoods. 

In the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, the sister 
of charity was a model for benevolence, piety, and duty.12 Fiction 
in the 1820s and 1830s used foreign, Catholic sisterhoods to sig-
nify women’s sacrifice and devotion, but, by the mid-nineteenth 
century, writers became more explicit about the educational and 
professional value of such institutions for Protestant women.13 
The establishment of those institutions in fact as well as in fic-
tion, through the rapid formation of Anglican women’s religious 
communities following the Oxford Movement and the rise of 
Anglo-Catholicism, shifted their focus to nursing, administration, 
and the rescue of the fallen, homeless, or orphaned.14 As these 
Anglican women’s religious communities proliferated, writers who 
took up the theme of sisterhood in the 1850s and 1860s expanded 
their conception of women’s communities to give their work new, 
professional status. 

These Anglican sisterhoods were controversial. They chal-
lenged traditional British attitudes toward Catholicism, gender 
roles, family structure, and Church hierarchy.15 Defending 
themselves against accusations that the sisterhoods led to Rome, 
advocates attempted to differentiate their sisterhoods from their 
cloistered, Catholic counterparts, emphasizing their unpaid social 
services over contemplative behavior.16 In answer to complaints 
that Anglican sisterhoods caused women to abandon family du-
ties, advocates reminded audiences that the 1851 census reported 
an excess of half a million women; they argued that these single 
women should be permitted to extend domestic tasks into a wider 
sphere.17 In response to suggestions that these surplus women 
be transported, sisterhoods created domestic colonies at home 
and co-opted colonial spaces, claiming empire as the site of ac-
tion by Florence Nightingale and Caroline Chisholm rather than 
a refuge for the redundant.18 Supporters of Anglican sisterhoods 
also tried to legitimate their gendered work by calling into question 
the equation of professional activity with payment. They argued 
for a sphere of highly trained and disciplined work “beyond the 
reach of any remuneration,” pitting their communities against 
market forces both to stave off criticism that they were entering 
into men’s sphere and to promote an alternative model of women’s 
religious and professional social activism.19

One popular advocate of Anglican Sisterhoods who took up 
the issue of remuneration was writer and art historian Anna 
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Jameson, mentor of the early feminist Langham Place Group.20 
In Sisters of Charity, Catholic and Protestant, Abroad and at Home 
and The Communion of Labour, two lectures delivered to private 
audiences and then published in 1855 and 1856, Jameson set 
out a nonprofit stance that sold well.21 She justifies Anglican 
women’s communities by calling their work a “divinely appointed” 
vocation. Defining vocation as a religious obligation, Jameson 
dissolves gendered hierarchies of work, religion, and professional 
payment. She insists on the equality of men and women’s religious 
responsibility, setting out the possibility that education and train-
ing are as important to women as they are to men and deploring 
the fact that “[no] provision is made to enable the woman to do 
her work well and efficiently.” Through her emphasis on religious 
calling, Jameson puts women’s vocational labor on par with men’s 
professional vocation: “why should not charity be a profession in 
our sex, just in so far (and no farther) as religion is a profession 
in yours! If a man … publicly preaches religion, are we, therefore, 
to suppose that his religious profession is merely a profession, 
instead of a holy, heartfelt vocation?”22 By comparing the activi-
ties of sisterhoods and clergy, Jameson’s “vocation” gives women’s 
charity, long considered an important component of the woman’s 
sphere, professional as well as religious status. 

Jameson invokes the ideology of separate spheres to establish 
male and female labors as complementary rather than competi-
tive. Calling for a “communion of labor,” she suggests that an 
“enlarged sphere of social work” for women would lead not only 
to better public institutions but also “to a better mutual compre-
hension and a finer harmony between men and women.” Despite 
Jameson’s rhetorical efforts to make male and female labor com-
patible, however, male practitioners of the medical and clerical 
professions saw the sisters’ work as unwelcome competition: the 
efforts of these “surplus” women threatened to make male labor 
redundant. Accordingly, medical students and apothecary work-
ers in Piedmont drew up a petition against sister-run infirmaries 
there. And even though Jameson “laugh[s] at this short-sighted 
folly and cruelty, which supposes that the interests of the two 
sexes can possibly be antagonistic,” she too pits male and female 
professional models against each other in her response to this 
petition: “The plea was, not that their infirmaries were ill-served 
or that the medicines were ill compounded, or that any mistakes 
had occurred from ignorance or unskilfulness [sic], but that this 
small medical practice, unpaid and beneficent, ‘took the bread out 
of the men’s mouths.’” Jameson privileges female labor by imply-
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ing that an “unpaid and beneficent” practice operates outside of 
competitive market principles.23

The sisters’ work did compete, of course. Their practice pro-
vided an alternative to male professional models, and what they 
performed for free or for collective pay removed other opportunities 
for profit taking. Sisterhoods and many female philanthropists 
justified their work in part by claiming this unpaid status. Dorice 
Williams Elliott further argues that sisterhoods’ advocates stressed 
“vocation” as a strategy to justify professional wages.24 Certainly, 
Jameson’s emphasis on women’s vocational aptitude opens up 
the possibility that women, as “professionals,” might be entitled 
to the salaries that men received. And the implicit rationale for 
payment in Jameson’s description of vocation seems particularly 
appealing for a twenty-first-century audience that equates wom-
en’s professionalization with salary. Yet such an equation does 
not project backward easily. Jameson fails to follow through on 
that aspect of her argument not out of caution but because she is 
more interested in getting women recognition than remuneration; 
her description of “unpaid” service as “beneficent” suggests that 
middle-class Victorian women workers had a significant counter 
discourse, one that separated professionalization from pay. As 
Alison Booth has noted, “[m]any placed a value on the privilege of 
choosing a vocation regardless of pay.”25 While some of this value 
surely comes from making a virtue out of necessity for women who 
lacked discretionary income, the image of the unpaid, beneficent 
female worker was, to my mind, more than merely a “ploy … to 
deflect male professionals’ anxieties about competition from paid 
female professionals.”26 

Jameson actually disparages the idea of payment and the 
workers who receive it. Describing the medical students as “dissi-
pated, thoughtless boys,” and noting their “great laxity of morals,” 
Jameson equates men’s “paid” status with youth, inexperience, 
and immoral expenditure, which she then juxtaposes with the 
beneficent service of the (unpaid and experienced) sisters. Un-
like self-indulgent male professionals, the sisters spend wisely: 
capable of doing good with a small sum, “‘they are admirable 
accountants and economists.’” Also unlike male profession-
als, sisters receive no personal financial profit from their work. 
Jameson eschews individual profit to elevate a communal model 
of women’s professional service. Anglican sisterhoods, by Jame-
son’s account, reject the so-called cash nexus of relationships in 
favor of nonprofit service motivated by sympathy and religious 
obligation. “The idea in this country that every thing has a money 
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value, to be calculated to a farthing, according to the state of the 
market, is so ingrained into us, that the softest sympathies and 
highest duties, and dearest privileges of Christians, are never 
supposed to be attainable unless sold and paid for.”27 According 
to Jameson, religious sisterhoods cast off market calculations 
and considerations; their economy is modeled on religious service 
rather than salary. In contrast to the lax morals of “dissipated, 
thoughtless boys,” mid-nineteenth-century sisters have the power 
to heal the sick and redeem the fallen precisely because they are 
not concerned with counting their farthings. 

This nonprofit approach requires a privileged position, how-
ever. Varying degrees of wealth and status gave upper- and middle-
class women the prerogative to offer their services as unpaid work. 
Here as elsewhere, the horizontal character of sisterhood limits 
the extension of sympathy down the social ladder. Dinah Mulock 
Craik, writing “About Sisterhoods” in 1883, joins other contem-
porary authors in focusing on women with money: “An institution 
which absorbed the waifs and strays of gentlewomanhood—ladies 
of limited income and equally limited capacity, yet excellent women 
so far as they go, which could take possession of them, income 
and all, saving and utilising both it and themselves—would be a 
real boon to society.”28 Craik suggests that Anglican sisterhoods 
might not only use but also save both the ladies and their incomes, 
a conflation of economic and sisterly salvation that relies not on 
payment but possession. Jameson similarly limits sisterhood to 
those “bring[ing] a small sum of money,” noting that “if a woman 
be at all respectable … she must have friends, or find friends, to 
subscribe for her this small dowry.”29 The equation of respect-
ability with the ability to procure funds also drives Jameson’s 
distinction between paid and unpaid labor. Explaining that there 
should be “two classes [of women]; those who receive direct pay, 
and those who do not,” she explicitly places the (working class) 
“hired labor … at the disposal of the voluntary and unpaid labor,” 
and considers this hired laborer “in all respects subordinate”: 
“can we hope to obtain these qualifications [humility, intelligence, 
enthusiasm, self-command, benevolence, religious spirit] for any 
pay which our jails, workhouses, or hospitals could afford?—or 
indeed for any pay whatever? Yet it is precisely an order of women, 
quite beyond the reach of any remuneration that could be af-
forded, which is so imperatively required in our institutions.”30 
Class, as well as gender, is at stake in Jameson’s emphasis that 
sisters are above hire.
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Within these religious communities themselves, sisters were 
split along hierarchical lines. Working-class women, who com-
prised only ten percent of sisters, joined these religious orders 
as lay sisters who observed a longer novitiate, held fewer offices, 
performed domestic labor, dressed differently, and were prohibited 
from voting; the larger portion of sisters came from the middle 
and upper classes. These choir sisters brought privileges along 
with their capital or income.31 By downplaying the question of 
pay, sisters, like salaried male professionals, tried to distinguish 
themselves from the wage-earning working class. Participating in 
the religious economy of sisterhood was primarily an upper- or 
middle-class freedom. Jameson even makes religion a function 
of class: “The two meanest forms of sensuality and selfishness 
in our lower classes, the love of money and the love of drink, are 
best combated by the combined religious and feminine influ-
ence.”32 This binary leaves no room for working-class women to 
be religious, professional, or even fully feminine saviors.33 

The sisterhoods’ distinction between moneyed and penniless 
sisters, their privileging of voluntary work over market pressures 
such as a demand for “bread,” and their “unpaid … beneficent” 
extension of domestic duties such as nursing and rescue work 
into a larger arena shaped the specific exchange practices of their 
service economy. These practices will be central to Rossetti’s vi-
sion of redemptive sisterhood, as well. 

II

Like many Anglican sisters, Laura and Lizzie of “Goblin 
Market” are “redundant,” single and set apart from men whose 
absence from the poem hints that there may be no market other 
than the goblins’ for the girls. Even the alliterative names and 
repetitive similes that describe them (“Like two blossoms on one 
stem, / Like two flakes of new-fall’n snow”) suggest redundancy 
(lines 188–9). The poem explores the limited options available 
to superfluous girls. Without husbands or fathers to care for 
them, they could turn to sexualized exchange (like Laura) or the 
transactions of religious sisterhood (like Lizzie). As I will now 
show, Lizzie’s silver penny, while an object of exchange, is not a 
commercial one. As a symbol of domestic and religious duty, it 
resonates with Anglican sisterhoods’ similarly noncommercial, 
gendered exchange. Lizzie, too, participates in a service economy 
that intersects the marketplace but maintains different strategies 
and motivations for exchange.34
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Lizzie watches her sister’s decline and initially has mixed 
feelings about her market price. She

Longed to buy fruit to comfort her, 
But feared to pay too dear. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Till Laura dwindling
Seemed knocking at Death’s door:
Then Lizzie weighed no more
Better and worse;
But put a silver penny in her purse. 

(lines 310–24)

It is important that Lizzie has this penny. Laura’s pennilessness 
meant powerlessness. Lizzie’s coin insures her against market 
forces, protecting her own curls from the goblin merchant men 
and allowing her to take on the role of rescuer rather than victim. 
This split of moneyed and penniless sisters into savior and fallen 
parallels the sisterhoods Jameson describes, where wealthier 
women can afford to be “unpaid and beneficent.” 

In this passage, Lizzie sets aside her cost/benefit analysis, 
aware of market considerations but rejecting them (or, in Jame-
son’s terms, rejecting the idea “that every thing has a money 
value, to be calculated to a farthing”) in order to rescue her sis-
ter. Laura’s salvation depends upon Lizzie’s rejection of standard 
commercial practices. Not only does Lizzie make a noncommercial 
decision to stop weighing her options, but the silver penny that 
she puts in her purse (line 324) as she kisses Laura and departs 
for market (line 325) is also a rejection of that market: the coin 
is nonstandard issue. 

Critical interpretations of the poem consistently highlight 
Lizzie’s silver penny and the “prudent precaution” she exercises 
by putting it in her purse, calling her a savvy shopper, diligent 
saver, and successful consumer. Herbert Tucker further notes that 
the penny “expose[s] the goblin traffic for what it is—a market.”35 
Yet how Lizzie happens to have a silver penny to put in her purse 
has also been the subject of much speculation. Indeed, Richard 
Menke muses that “it may ultimately be the central mystery of 
the poem.”36 To Terrence Holt it presents less of a mystery: “by 
figuring the sisters’ only exchangeable goods as their bodies, the 
poem makes that penny nothing but a sign of sexual experience.”37 
While I disagree that the penny represents prostitution—Lizzie’s 
newly opened eyes and ears resist imputations of a prior fall—
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Holt’s emphasis on the poem’s bodily exchanges is apt. Lizzie 
does offer up her body to the goblin men and, even more pro-
vocatively, gives it as a Eucharistic offering to her sister in her 
oft-quoted imperative: “Eat me, drink me, love me” (line 471).38 
Laura’s feasting off of Lizzie is a form of spiritual communion. 
Yet Lizzie implores her sister not only to “eat” and “drink” her, 
but also to “kiss me, suck my juices” (line 468), confusing crit-
ics who are not sure how to reconcile the homoerotic frenzy of 
this scene with the religious economy of a single wafer and sip 
of wine. As Caroline Walker Bynum has recorded, however, the 
Eucharist did at times provoke the intense cravings that Laura 
experienced. Lizzie as a juicy sort of Christ figure also combines 
two other traditions of medieval religious imagery that Bynum 
has traced. In one, religious women’s bodies become a source of 
nourishment; in the other, Jesus himself lactates. In both tradi-
tions, bodily excretions can cure or save.39 The Christian belief that 
bodily exchange carries spiritual as well as sexual meaning un-
derscores the importance of extracommercial value to the poem’s 
exchanges. But the place of the silver penny in those exchanges 
remains mysterious. Critical conversation is still searching for a 
way to talk directly about a coin that appears out of nowhere and 
serves no real purpose in the market: the goblins hold it briefly 
but do not finally accept it.40 

Gift theory proves more valuable than market equations in 
understanding the worth of Lizzie’s penny. In gift economies, the 
items withheld from circulation are as important as those that 
are traded. Other items are exchanged for the sake of keeping 
the “inalienable possessions” that Annette B. Weiner argues are 
central to the giver’s status. In “Goblin Market,” part of Laura’s 
problem is that she does not hold anything back. Like other 
women marginalized by both gift and market economies, she be-
comes the object rather than the agent of exchange. In contrast, 
Lizzie attempts to keep-while-giving, offering a coin but keeping 
herself.41 

Lizzie’s penny has two noncommercial sources that further 
allow us to make sense of its gift function in her rescue mission, 
one fantastical and one numismatic. The first requires us to re-
member that “Goblin Market” is, on one of its many levels, a fairy 
tale. The poem resists realism not only with its talk of goblins, 
charms, and haunted sites but also through its generic, rural 
setting and indistinct temporality. Rossetti’s original title, “A Peep 
at the Goblins,” references a collection by her cousin, Anna Eliza 
Bray: A Peep at the Pixies. Rossetti was also familiar with Bray’s 
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Traditions, Legends, Superstitions, and Sketches of Devonshire, 
and Thomas Keightley’s The Fairy Mythology, an anthology that 
reprinted some of Bray’s tales.42 In the revised and expanded edi-
tion of Keightley’s volume, tales of fairies, goblins, elves, pixies, 
dwarves, and other fantastical beings redound with wealth: silver 
horns and bells, gold harps, and precious stones.43 The Mythol-
ogy, along with Bray’s Traditions, also describes the use of silver 
pennies in fairyland.

According to Keightley and Bray, goblins used silver pennies 
as currency. When maidens swept their houses and set out food 
or water for fantastical visitors, they found money—often silver 
pennies—in their shoes or water basins. When they failed to 
please the pixies, hobgoblins, or other guests, they were pinched 
black and blue instead.44 Rossetti’s description of domestic labor 
echoes the coin-worthy maiden behavior:

Laura rose with Lizzie:
Fetched in honey, milked the cows,
Aired and set to rights the house,
Kneaded cakes of whitest wheat,
Cakes for dainty mouths to eat,
Next churned butter, whipped up cream,
Fed their poultry, sat and sewed;
Talked as modest maidens should.

(lines 202–9)

In fairyland, Lizzie’s penny would be the standard return (econom-
ic but not commercial) for the gendered household work that she 
continues to do even after her sister has ceased to perform it: 

[Laura] no more swept the house,
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Brought water from the brook:
But sat down listless in the chimney-nook.

(lines 293–7)

The “chimney-nook” particularly recalls Bray, whose tales of pixie 
trade include model maidens dutifully placing water basins in 
such nooks. Lizzie’s coin, as fairy currency, would reward her for 
domestic activities rather than provide payment for commercial 
dealings.45 It would also provide another literary source for the 
physical abuse that the goblins inflict upon Lizzie, whose treat-
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ment in the market is, I think rightly, often read as rape or sexual 
assault. The goblins “pinched” and then “Kicked,” “knocked,” 
and “Mauled” her (lines 427–9). This pinching, as we have seen, 
has precedence in pixie displeasure. (The sexual undertones of 
Lizzie’s assault suggest the darker side of Bray’s fairy tales, as of 
the Grimms’ before them.)46 Of course the goblins resent Lizzie’s 
attempt to return the penny; she turns her reward for “proper” 
maidenly deference into a sign of her refusal to “Honour” them 
by eating with them (line 369). 

Lizzie’s penny represents deference and domestic duties. It 
also represents religious labor. In another tale from Keightley’s 
collection, we learn that hobgoblins punish those who fail to 
observe religious rituals as well as domestic duties. Linking pa-
gan superstition to Christian tradition (and reminding us, in the 
process, of the pagan roots of Judeo-Christian observances), the 
tale warns: “‘if a Peter-penny or a Housle-egge were behind, or 
a patch of tythe unpaid—then [be]’ware of bull-beggars, spirits, 
&c.’” “Peter’s penny” had religious significance as the pre-Refor-
mation tax paid by English householders to the pope in Rome.47 
Keightley’s editorial note, moreover, speculates that the “Housle-
egge” may be “an egg at Easter or on good Friday” and goes on to 
trace “Housle … hunsl, sacrifice or offering,” to the Eucharist.48 
According to this tale, the “bull-beggars” or “spirits” would have 
been even more angered by the neglect of Christian ritual than 
by listless housekeeping. And that Christian ritual points to a 
second source for Lizzie’s silver penny.

In the early years of the nineteenth century, silver pennies 
were legal tender, more highly valued than their copper counter-
parts because of their intrinsic value.49 By the 1850s and 60s, 
however, the silver penny was no longer a regular form of cur-
rency, and the country’s use of a gold standard meant that silver 
was then measured by the price of gold.50 The goblins’ refusal to 
accept it as an equivalent for Laura’s hair may simply mean that 
one silver penny holds insufficient value compared to gold. But 
this penny is no mere token. In 1859, silver pennies would have 
had value as Maundy money. These were coins minted for and 
given to the “deserving” classes of the poor by royalty, as part of an 
Anglican ceremony on Holy Thursday, before Easter.51 (If the “Peter 
penny” taxed landowners, it seems that the Maundy ceremony 
redistributed some of this money to the poor.) This Easter service 
tradition of giving to the poor has biblical precedence. It derives 
from the New Testament tale of Jesus washing the Disciples’ 
feet at the Last Supper and telling them to follow his example.52 
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Maundy money, specially minted after 1822, became the formal, 
conventionalized substitute for other gift-giving and foot-washing 
practices.53 A Victorian audience would have been familiar with 
these coins, produced in excess of ceremonial requirements and 
available at the bank.54

Maundy money, as the currency of service, clarifies one aspect 
of Rossetti’s religious-economic imagery. Lizzie’s Christlike scourg-
ing, her sacrifice, and her bodily delivery of saving fruits—“Eat me, 
drink, me, love me”—have frequently been taken as references to 
the Eucharist that Maundy money commemorates. Rossetti’s own 
Holy Thursday observances would likely have entered into her 
imaginative work for “Goblin Market.” The manuscript is dated 
27 April 1859, just three days after that year’s Easter Sunday.55 
Silver pennies further represent Eucharistic imagery by their 
association with the penny distributed to each laborer equally in 
Christ’s parable of the vineyard. In medieval texts, this penny was 
popularly understood to represent Christ’s sacrifice, the gift of 
salvation, the consecrated Host of the Eucharistic Feast.56 Small 
wonder, then, that Lizzie rejects the goblins’ attempts to host a 
debilitating feast. Her coin offers Christian service or salvation; 
the goblins decline the currency. 

Lizzie’s silver penny jingles with religious resonance as it 
bounces in her purse and also marks her participation in the 
economic structures of contemporary religious sisterhoods (lines 
452–3). Like the Anglican sisterhoods Jameson describes, Lizzie 
enters the market not by looking to buy or sell but by extending 
her domestic and religious obligations from hearth to heath(en). 
Lizzie’s silver penny is a token of domestic duties and religious 
sacrifice rather than financial savvy or savings. The penny si-
multaneously ties Lizzie’s currency to correct, modest behavior 
and links her to religious models of “unpaid and beneficent” 
exchange, placing her in a symbolically significant gift economy 
that emphasizes the saving power of sisterhood. More than merely 
legal tender, Lizzie’s silver penny marks her as attending sister, 
caregiver, Christian miracle worker; her role as a sister pertains 
to her purse as well as her heart. Like Jesus washing the feet of 
the Disciples, Lizzie puts Christian service before self.

III

And yet, Maundy money—this symbol of service and sacrifice—
is impersonal. As a conventionalized substitute for foot washing, 
it is also a mass-produced substitute for intimate, physical con-
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tact with the poor, hardly the Eucharistic gift of body and blood. 
Lizzie’s enactment of the ritual comes at an even further remove. 
When Lizzie approaches the goblins and “tosse[s] them her penny” 
she holds out her apron for fruit and space (line 367). Her fearful 
toss is a distortion of the Christian service practices it imitates. 
Victor Mendoza has argued that Lizzie takes on the role of a mon-
arch through distributing Maundy money, but eighteenth- and 
nineteenth-century monarchs were far less active in the ceremony 
than their forerunners. (During Queen Victoria’s reign, the Sub-
Almoner distributed the coins.)57 Rather than revising this trend 
by recalling earlier sovereigns’ more intimate transfers, Lizzie 
keeps her own queenly distance from the goblin recipients. The 
poem seems to endorse this distance. Lizzie’s repeated references 
to Jeanie (the goblins’ prior victim) suggest that her fears are not 
unfounded. Hers is a specialized form of service, an exclusive 
practice directed toward sisters. Only Laura can receive the more 
personal gift of Lizzie’s sacrifice.

Sacrifice-worthy sisterhood is emphatically white—“White 
and golden,” in Lizzie’s case (line 408).58 The girls together are 
“Like two flakes of new-fall’n snow, / Like two wands of ivory” 
(lines 189–90). In “Goblin Market,” this whiteness stands for in-
nocence; but it also stands for racial purity. These descriptions 
follow Laura’s feast, and race provides one answer to the impor-
tant question of why Laura retains this whiteness even after her 
fall. The goblin men, in contrast, are exotic creatures, hybridized 
mixtures of wombat, rat, snail, and parrot, racialized, as Krista 
Lysack similarly notes, by the sexualized force they exert as well 
as by their mysterious and indistinct origins.59 A foreign presence 
endangering domestic life, these goblins are marginalized, even 
before their fruit exacts its toll, by the girls’ suspicions: 

“We must not look at goblin men,
We must not buy their fruits:
Who knows upon what soil they fed
Their hungry thirsty roots?”

(lines 42–5)

The question Laura raises here lingers on line 44, “upon what soil 
they fed”; the pronoun’s doubled antecedents problematize the 
source of the goblin men as well as their fruits. The enjambment 
carries us to roots that presumably belong to the fruits but whose 
adjectives “hungry” and “thirsty” better describe nineteenth-cen-
tury stereotypes of rapacious savages sprung from an exotically 
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other family tree. When Lizzie rejects their hospitable offer to 
“take a seat with us” (line 368) and “Be welcome guest with us” 
(line 381), the fact that they fling the penny back to her suggests 
that the goblins are beyond the scope of her religious economy of 
service and salvation as much as she is outside of their market 
economy.60 Whether the goblins’ origins, Jeanie’s precedent, or 
Laura’s decline makes Lizzie keep her distance from them, the 
goblins attribute this rejection to her sense of status, angrily call-
ing her “proud” and “uncivil” (lines 394–5). 

Class suspicion enters into the characterization of these 
“merchant men” as well (line 474). The iterations of “brother” 
(“Brother with queer brother” and “Brother with sly brother” 
[lines 94, 96]) suggest not only the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood of 
Dante Gabriel Rossetti but also other brotherhoods (Masons, trade 
unions) that would have registered as sly, devious, or mysterious 
to a nineteenth-century audience.61 Unlike sisterhood, which was 
often seen as a removal from family ties, brotherhood was seen 
as an “uncivil” merging of parts—working-class “combinations” 
as horrifying to some spectators as the menagerie of animal parts 
that the goblin men represent.62

Through Lizzie’s refusals to look at and sit with the other-
specied, racialized, and classed goblins, “Goblin Market” echoes 
but revises the barriers presumably constructed by Anglican 
sisterhoods. As we have seen, popular representations of An-
glican sisterhoods showed them struggling over the question 
of incorporation, using class and financial status to measure a 
woman’s ability to be a sister. These communities were particularly 
ambivalent with regard to their treatment of fallen women. They 
reclaimed some as “sisters”; Jameson mentions with satisfaction 
the once “unfortunate girls” who “were no longer objects of pity 
or dependent on charity; they had become objects of respect.” 
But these reclaimed women, she notes, observing their “superior” 
appearance and conduct, “belonged apparently to a better class” 
than other “unfortunate” girls.63 Historical records suggest that 
those other fallen sisters of inferior classes were welcomed more 
ambivalently; their ties to the community were shaped by guilt as 
much as by the reciprocal obligations that surely served to bind 
the other sisters together.64 

Rossetti’s poem agrees with Jameson and Craik that the 
moneyed sister is in a better position to rescue the fallen. But the 
poem’s descriptions of Lizzie and Laura barely distinguish between 
them in any further way, doing so only to show the girls’ mutual 
growth.65 Not only does “Goblin Market” remove the hierarchy that 
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wealth and sexual difference established within sisterhood, but 
it also displaces onto the goblin men the forms of censure often 
given to “fallen” women because the proscriptive element of the 
poem’s sisterhood is racial.66 The goblin men are thrust to the 
margins of the text while Laura’s fall, strikingly, is forgiven. At 
the goblins’ expense, the poem reclaims a fallen woman through 
a sisterhood that removes any lingering sense of obligation.67 
Using goblin men as the scapegoats for simplified community 
formation, then, “Goblin Market” offers a vision of sisterhood 
that eliminates hierarchy. This sisterhood is perhaps Rossetti’s 
fantasy, or possibly an account of the real, active sisterhoods 
she witnessed; most likely, it is a combination of both that sets 
many women’s desires for sisterly unification against the social 
reality of difference. 

The most radical suggestion Rossetti’s poem makes is that 
Laura (or other fallen women) might be completely redeemable. 
Victorian discourses of fallenness frequently saw women’s purity 
as irrevocably lost; the “fallen” could reenter society only at a dis-
tance, as servants or emigrants.68 In contrast, Laura’s reclamation 
borrows both from discourses of spiritual salvation and also from 
a more commercial form of redemption. As if Laura’s hair and in-
nocence had been pawned, rather than irretrievably lost, Lizzie is 
able to restore them both completely. This transaction thus opens 
up the possibility that a woman’s sexual purity—bemoaned by the 
poem as something to be sold on the market—can also be restored 
through a different kind of market dealing, exchanges “beyond 
the reach of any remuneration,” but profitable nonetheless. 

Rossetti’s radical revision of sexual purity also rewrites 
women’s community. Laura’s “fall” is no bar to sisterhood. In-
deed, it is only after this that the poem refers to Lizzie as “sister.” 
Sisterhood, in this sense, requires and is constituted by a fall.69 
The fall itself becomes a source of satisfaction and long-standing 
community for the girls. By the poem’s end, when Laura’s fall 
becomes an opportunity for her to teach their children the merits 
of sisterhood, she fondly recalls her experience as “pleasant days 
long gone” (line 550). Lizzie, too, benefits from Laura’s fall. Acting 
in accordance with the service economy of sisterhood offers her 
new experiences, letting her “for the first time in her life / Beg[i]n 
to listen and look” (lines 327–8). The juice that covers Lizzie as 
she runs away with her penny is most often seen as her “steal,” 
but her new experiences and her “inward laughter” at “feel[ing] 
the drip / Of juice that syruped all her face” are also part of her 
proceeds, the indirect return for the gift she gives her sister (lines 
463, 433–4). Most discussions locate Lizzie’s desire—when they 
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grant her any—in the homoerotic exchange that follows her fruit 
retrieval. We can also find her desires and their physical gratifica-
tion in the mixture of pain and pleasure that Lizzie encounters 
through her mission to the market.70 Lizzie’s bodily glee is new. 
Before offering herself up for sisterly sacrifice and service, she 
is merely “content” and “placid” (lines 212, 217), concerned and 
fearful. Her effort to redeem her sister aligns her service economy 
with that of the Anglican sisterhoods; her inadvertent but press-
ing proximity to fallenness—her joy in her “resistance” but also 
in her brush with marketplace “evil” (lines 438, 437)—suggests 
that she, too, profits from this service economy. 

The profit reaches beyond the poem, both by encouraging its 
audience to engage in similar service economies and by validat-
ing that audience’s desires. Rossetti’s verses share in the sensory 
delight that Lizzie takes away with her. Constance W. Hassett 
convincingly argues that the lyric strand of the poem “celebrates” 
the desire that the narrative strand resists and that Rossetti her-
self “rid[es] the euphoria of language” through spinning syntax 
and “dazzling” images.71 The reader takes part, if not in Rossetti’s 
“euphoria,” then certainly in her poem’s sounds and syllables, its 
compelling orality, and its “frisky metrics [that] practically have to 
be sounded out.”72 Many other readers and critics have recognized 
the linguistic pleasures of plump fruits that fill not only Laura’s 
mouth but those of the readers who voice them, infinitely extending 
the implied author’s exuberance to a larger reading community.

The rich, bountiful descriptions signify poetic enjoyment. They 
are also poetic excess. When Lizzie tells Laura to “make much of” 
her, the poem responds in equally exaggerated terms (line 472). 
Laura does not just “kiss” her sister but “kissed and kissed and 
kissed her” (line 486). This paratactic, repetitious line replicates 
the excessive approach of the entire poem, in which sales pitch 
follows sales pitch and simile chases simile. Like the goblins whose 
fruit juice covers Lizzie’s entire face and neck, the poem feeds its 
readership much more than the requisite bite. Rossetti’s poetic 
excess, then, proffers not merely pleasure but a sense of gratu-
ity; it, too, becomes a gift, stylistically echoing Lizzie’s preferred 
currency. By approaching it as such, we are better able to rec-
oncile this anomalous, generous, overflowing narrative with the 
body of Rossetti’s other poems more frequently associated with 
“loss.”73 Both perform and rejoice in giving to excess, in sacrifice. 
In the verses it coins, as in the coin it subverts, “Goblin Market” 
shows how gift offerings—of poetry, of religious service, of sisterly 
sacrifice—can be pleasures for giver and recipient alike, as much 
a realization of the self as its repudiation.
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